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RE: Business Premises in Market Deeping
1 message
Michael Prince <michael.prince@advancedhandling.co.uk>
To: Andy Pelling <mr.andy.pelling@gmail.com>

Fri, May 25, 2018 at 4:29 PM

Hi Andy,

Yes to answer your question there were no suitable premises that could fulfil our requirements within the local area. I
had been talking to the local council for quite a long time beforehand and although they tied to facilitate some options
for us to review the timescales weren’t achieved so ultimately we had to make alternative arrangements.

Best regards
Mike

Mike Prince
Managing Director
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From: Andy Pelling [mailto:mr.andy.pelling@gmail.com]
Sent: 23 May 2018 16:43
To: Sales - Advanced Handling <Sales@advancedhandling.co.uk>
Subject: Re: Business Premises in Market Deeping

Dear Advanced Handling.

I am writing to you on behalf of the Deepings Neighbourhood plan.
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We are aware that you have recently moved from Northfields industrial estate. It would be helpful to us to know what you
would have required to remain in Deeping / the reason why you left. I assume it's because of your expansion and no
suitable sided premises were available?
If you would be kind enough to explain in a few words.

We are trying to incorporate into the plan, business requirements for premises and land and any insight you provide
would be greatly appreciated as we need evidential cases to support it.

--

Kind Regards, Andy Pelling
On Sun, May 6, 2018 at 5:28 PM, Andy Pelling <mr.andy.pelling@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Advanced Handling.

I am writing to you on behalf of the Deepings Neighbourhood plan.

We are aware that you have recently moved from Northfields industrial estate. It would be helpful to us to know
what you would have required to remain in Deeping / the reason why you left. I assume it's because of your
expansion and no suitable sided premises were available?
If you would be kind enough to explain in a few words.

We are trying to incorporate into the plan, business requirements for premises and land and any insight you
provide would be greatly appreciated as we need evidential cases to support it.

--

Kind Regards, Andy Pelling

--

Kind Regards, Andy Pelling
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